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BACKGROUND

Deoxyribonucleic acid- (DNA-) based identification in forensics is typically accomplished via genotyping allele length at a defined set of

short tandem repeat (STR) loci via polymerase chain reaction (PCR). These PCR assays are robust, reliable, and inexpensive. Given the

multiallelic nature of each of these loci, a small panel of STR markers can provide suitable discriminatory power for personal identification.

Massively parallel sequencing (MPS) technologies and genotype array technologies invite new approaches for DNA-based identification.

Application of these technologies has provided catalogs of global human genetic variation at single-nucleotide polymorphic (SNP) sites and

short insertion-deletion (INDEL) sites. For example, from the 1000 Genomes Project, there is now a catalog of nearly all human SNP and

INDEL variation down to 1% worldwide frequency.

Genotype files, generated via MPS or genotype array, can be compared between individuals to find regions that are co-inherited or

identical-by-descent (IBD). These comparisons are the basis of the relative finder functions in many direct-to-consumer genetic testing

products. A special case of relative-finding is self-identification. This is a trivial comparison of genotype files as self-comparisons will be

identical across all sites, minus the error rate of the assay.

For many forensic samples, however, the available DNA may not be suitable for PCR-based STR amplification, genotype array analysis, or

MPS to the depth required for comprehensive, accurate genotype calling. In the case of PCR, one of the most common failure modes

occurs when DNA is too fragmented for amplification. For these samples, it may be possible to directly observe the degree of DNA

fragmentation from the decreased amplification efficiency of larger STR amplicons from a multiplex STR amplification. In the case of

severely fragmented samples, where all DNA fragments are shorter than the shortest STR amplicon length, PCR simply fails with no

product.

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

To overcome these challenges, researchers at UC Santa Cruz (UCSC) invented computer-implemented methods and related software for

comparing genotype data from a first sample to a limited amount of DNA sequence data from a second sample. This approach, called

IBDGem, is a fast and robust computational paradigm for detecting genomic regions of IBD by comparing low-coverage shotgun sequence

data against genotype calls from a known query individual. At less than 1× genome coverage, IBDGem reliably detects segments of

relatedness and can make high-confidence identity detections with as little as 0.01× genome coverage. In certain embodiments, the first

sample is from a known individual and the second sample is an unknown sample. The methods find use in a variety of contexts, including

for genetic identity detection, e.g., for forensic and other applications. Also provided are computer-implemented methods for assessing the

degree of relatedness between genotype data from a first sample and a limited amount of DNA sequence data from a second sample.

Computer-readable media and systems that find use in practicing the methods of the present disclosure are also provided.

APPLICATIONS

▶ forensics

▶ paleogenomics

▶ genomics
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▶ Specifically designed to work with low-coverage sequencing data and where PCR cannot.

▶ Reliably detects segments of relatedness.

▶ High-confidence identity detections with as little as 0.01× genome coverage.

▶ Fast, robust, and scalable.
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